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About This Game

The Flower Shop: Winter In Fairbrook is a dating and farming simulation game and takes place after the first Flower Shop
game, Summer In Fairbrook.

Play as Natalie this time, and meet some of the characters of the first game like Clara, Susana, Steve, Trent, Jacob plus a "new
entry": Ryan, who runs the general store of the town.

Natalie has barely survived her first semester in college, and all she wants is a break. However, her parents insist that she start
acting like a responsible adult and get a job during her school's winter break.

In no time at all, Natalie's roommate sets her up with a job, and she's shipped off to the town of Fairbrook for a mundane job in
a flower shop. What's a poor, tired student to do?

You can plan your weeks and who you spend time with using the weekly scheduler. Customize each week, spend time with who
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you like, or ignore everyone and work all day. Don't forget to take a break once in a while, or your health will suffer.

Take control of Natalie as she spends winter in Fairbrook raising flowers, making friends, and maybe even finding love!

FEATURES

Mix between dating sim with farming sim gameplay

Raise your flowers and sell them at the market

Plan how you spend your time with the weekly scheduler

Relationship system: each character has a relationship value that affects gameplay

High replayability: normal and special ending for a total of 9 different endings!
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Adorable! This game is engaging and all of the characters are interesting. I don't want to ruin any surprises - but trust me, if you
enjoy a dating simulator set up VN style you do not want to miss this game.. The graphics are great and the characthers were not
boring. I liked the gardening system to earn money. This one is different as in that you have to get stats from two of the guys to
get with one of them. I don't understand why the special ending has to do with money but whatever floats the maker's boats. It
was enjoyable.. 12\/10 will end up alone again for trying to pick what I would say in different situations.. When I started this
game, I thought it would be terrible. I was disappointed with another game of Winter Wolves, Nicole, and think it was on the
same line, so I just opened to get my achievements. Then, for my surprise I got involved with the game.
It is not a deep game, but it's pretty cool to spend time. I found myself involved in the route of Ryan, and I was happy to see
Natalie's maturity. At first I hated her, thinking she would be the same as Nicole, but she was growing up during the game, and I
liked the result.
 Another thing I think that was really cool: the protagonist of the previous game appear as a romance option (I had hated him the
other game, but in this, his route was one of my favorites). The music is very soft and cool, the system of planting too, and in
this game, different from the first, you really have a reason in order to plant and save money, if you do this you get a better
ending.
Another really cool thing is the game of the graph. The characters are very well made and the backgrounds are nice.
It is an easy game, simple, small and cool. I have nothing to complain about it (Just the fact of being small and without much
depth, but I still really enjoyed it, for me it was not something that affected much).. I was able to play through the entire game in
about an hour, the only choices are ones that lead to either an increase in a particular character's opinion of you or a decrease.
There is only one event that happens in the whole game. You can spend your time working gardening, but there's no point, since
there is literally nothing to buy except for more seeds. I bought it on sale, and I am still hugely dissapointed. This visual novel is
a sequel of sorts to Summer in Fairbrook. Like that game, you end up in Fairbrook to... learn responsibility. This time, though,
you are pursuing the boys. Trent, Jacob, and Steve return from the previous game (which I guess assumes Steve didn't win any
of the girl's hearts), and a new guy, Ryan shows up (more or less to be the voice of reason in the game). Some of the features of
the prior game have also been streamlined.

There are nine endings. One for ending up alone, and two for each hero. A normal ending and a special ending. The only
difference between the two is that one you have $400 in your wallet at the end of the game for the specials.

It is a nice game for those who like the type (Winter Wolves doesn't disappoint).. I found all the characters really boring,
including the main character is extremely shallow and lazy, not someone I wish to play as the protagonist. She is also rude and
very selfish. I don't understand why she is so strange looking compared to some of the other females in the game which are
pretty and feminine. And also the males look like 12 year old boys, act also like little boys and not men and don't feel
comfortable trying to romance any of them due to this really young look and personality. Felt like this game was made for little
kids and not young adults, also the mini games didn't get you anywhere, money made didn't provide anything either to do so felt
like I was grinding for nothing and couldn't really get anywhere in the game.. VERY short game, (it literally took me a little over
an hour to complete) not a fan of the story-lines either. Honestly, this game wasn't even worth what I paid for it, and I certainly
wouldn't reccommend buying it.

- The characters weren't bad, and I did actually enjoy learning about them, however little the game actually promotes their
individual personalities.
- The visual representations of the characters were poorly drawn however. Especially when compared to the backgrounds, as the
game runs like a story. While the backgrounds were also somewhat poorly drawn, it seemed as though there was a lot more
attention paid to detail when compared to the characters.
- Also, sadly, the conversation flow just wasn't there. Everything seemed terribly forced, and hardly romantic. Not to mention
that the main character that you play is a whiny putz (and frankly I wouldn't use any of the lines they put forth for her).
As I didn't play the first game, and this is a sequel of sorts - I have nothing to compare it to other than other dating sims\/games
in general, so forgive the mostly Con related viewpoint of the review in that aspect.

As weird as it is, I'm a big fan of dating sims and would love to try as many as possible. This game just didn't cut it for me.
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Luckily, I bought it when it was on sale, so if you're still wanting to try it after all that - then at least buy it on sale.. Change or be
unworthy of love.

Perhaps a bit harsh, but that appears to be the message of this game. You are Natalie, a lazy college student who gets a job in a
flowershop because her parents want her to get a job somewhere.
You arive, meet the eccentric locals, including four potential love interests. Each has two stats he likes, you must work hard to
level up those stats in order to unlock their romance ending.
Several of these guys will make a point of informing you (DURING your romance scene at the end) about how pleased they are
you're nolonger some lazy spoilt brat, but a decent person they don't mind loving.
While Steve in the previous game did have a character arc of personal growth, none of his love interests were cruel enough to
point out they wouldn't have looked twice at him without it.

Like Summer in Fairbrook, this is basically farmvill meets dating sim. You grow flowers, you sell flowers, you get to know and
try to date guys.
It sadly renders 'Summer's ending moot, as when you meet Steve here he's single (so he evidently failed to romance anyone last
time) but the advantage is you could date him now if you like.
The 'crisis' point midway through lacked much of the personal urgency of the one in the previous game, or perhaps that's
becaues I'm not all that invested in Susanna's safety.

In summary, I did enjoy this game, but it is very flawed.. A nice, simple, funny and cute hearthwarming game, i definitely enjoy
it. If we speaking about cons, than i can tell that gameplay can be a little repeative and characters more or less stereotypic
sometimes, some routes are more complex and interesting than others (though i guess it depends from your point of view). But
game also has cute scenes, especially final ones (snow fight and last romance scenes are wonderful, you should see it yourself),
nice art, funny moments and light hearthwarming atmosphere, that reminds about school\\college days. Don't expect someting
serious - it's a nice and little naive teen romance that definitely has its own charm for those who love such things. Still cannot
say that game worth full price, i bought it on sale and recommend it for sale price.
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Good Sim game.. i swear though, i wanted to punch my character after a while, SHE'S SO RUDE! >_<. Chibi! Sooooo cute!

While their are oddities in the actual gameplay, some kinda money thing or whatever, it didn't distract from the story and the
adorable moments found within. I'm usually pretty picky about MC, but she wasn't so bad either. Well, you at least get used to
her eventually.

The only con I could see, and could be a pretty big one if the cuteness doesn't suck you in, was not a lot of real interaction with
the romanceable characters. You work for their stats, which is fine, but you get limited amounts of time to "get to know" so to
speak the person you are pursuing. It goes so quick that you don't even know why you are really liking them.

That being said, each character is so very adorable! and even without in depth character arcs, each so very likable...

So I'd recomend this game for a quick, easy to play, super cute game with pretty artwork.

Looking for depth and perspective with a touch of social confines or personal uncertainly that leads to a heart-rending moment
of epiphany and love...then watch when Harry met sally.
. Flower Shop: Winter in Fairbrook has you spending more time planting flowers and planning your schedule than interacting
with the other characters, which are all rather bland and shallow. If you want a farming game or a VN there are better options. If
you want both at once...there are still better options.. My feelings on this game are kind of mixed. I feel like it could have been
so much better but I still love what it has.
I've played many visual novels and dating sims mainly otomes of varing qualities and backgrounds, and I always enjoyed them
for something.

I'm gonna go right off in saying that the biggest isses with this game is it's length and difficulty.

It felt way too easy.

-The gardening simulation was okay but besides for getting the special endings it didn't give me any insentive to keep going once
I got my goal. It's supposed to one of the big parts of the game but ends up being optional. I think this could easily be improved
by adding more things to buy or atleast need money for, a higher goal for special ends and some sort of noticable punishment
for not working.

-Getting the guys is another thing that felt too easy. Instead of getting hints or what not for the guys, you litterally get straight up
told what stats you need to make them fall for you. It's not even sutble, they say exact stats names.
another thing is there really should have been atleast one more ending per guy, and by that I mean a bad ending, so their endings
wouldn't be that easy to do, mainly the special ending, which is another big problem. the "best" ending really should be harder to
get, and for some characters be better than the normal endings.

It needed more to it.

-For the guys, you either get to know them way faster than you should, or by the end you only seem to have gotten the very
surface layer of them. It gives the impresstion that it was a bit rushed. Like characters who were well written out had to get their
story squeezed in a much smaller amount of time, and others who weren't fully developed having to have their stories artifically
stretched. While saying this I did enjoyed all the characters, but the attachment to them wasn't really there due to the rushed or
shollow feeling.

-The story was good, the characters were wonderful but it was far too short. When I finished all the endings all I wanted to do
was keep playing, I still do, I want there to be more for me to do. each guy took maybe an hour or two to finish completely,
maybe 3 if it takes you a bit to figure out what to say. This is rather short for a game of this genre.

Now to improve these things the simple solution would be to extend the story. Add more weeks or instead of planing each week,
you plan each day. or simplely adding more endings, like friendship endings for the girls and guys, bad endings. Things like this
can really add an hour or so of gameplay.
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- Now that we're past these issues, now to my more positive thoughts.

To start with the art is really top notch, would have been nice to have a few more CGs but moore wasn't nessasary.

The Interface is simple but it was more than enough for a dating sim.

The main character starts off not to likeable but by the end you'll deffiantly like her. She goes through a reasonable yet still
drastic change, going from childish and bratty to more thoughtful of others and mature. The differant guys make these changes
more sutdle or more drastic.

The other characters do go through some changes themselves that you help with, again not too great to be unrealistic but even
something as simple as helping to see things a bit differantly. they do seem to evolve some in the course of the game.

The story is not really complex, you're a spoiled college girl going to a small town to work for winterbreak cause your parents
are making you. It felt natural, and flowed well enough. again i wish it was longer, it would have really profited from even a
slightly extended story.

Besides for technical issues, I must say that this is one of my favorite otomes, specially here on steam. If it wasn't for my dislike
of playing male characters, I would most certainly try Spring in Fairbrook, aswell. If you're new to dating sims or your still not
sure about this game, get it when it's on sale and give it a go.

As for the others who are still intrested, I can't really say if it's worth paying full price. If you like other Winter Wolves titles
and\/ or you'r fine with splurging a bit, then go for it.

. This is one of the best visual novels\/dating sims I have played. The characters are layered and interesting, they never are just
what meets the eye. All the endings are cute and sweet, giving everyone a happy ending. It was a real mood-lifter after playing
some visual novels where if you want to get all the endings you have to romance people you really dislike or make wrong
choices to get the worst ending. In this game there is no such thing as a bad ending. The farming and time management was
surprisingly fun, I didn't expect to get as much out of it as I did. Seriously, this is one of the best games I've played. If you're
thinking about getting it, DO IT.. The fact that all boys' stories are relatively interconnected and you need to interract with at
least some of them to get the required stats for the one you are going for means that you will have seen all of their dialogues
multiple times by the time you are through with all branches of the story. That is, unlike well-thought out otome, where you do
not get to know other characters when you are going for one - or where their dialogue changes depending on which branch of
the story you are on, here the entire dialogues remain the same save for the endings. This makes for a pretty boring experience,
which is unfortunate, because this is a cute little game. I only recommend you get this if you find it at a great sales price,
otherwise I do not see it as value for what you get. Once you have seen it once, it becomes not only repetitive, but it is also short
(ignore my playtime, I idled a lot with this game).. Much like Summer in Fairbrook, I bought this game on sale, and yet still find
it difficult to recommend to anyone, other than those firmly commited to the genre.
And much like it's predecessor, Winter in Fairbrook leaves much to be desired.

To say the game is bad would be like saying a small piece of chocolate cake is bad (assuming that you enjoy chocolate cake). It's
still cake, it's still good, but it is grossly unsatisfying.

The writing leaves much to be desired. Very much like Steve in the previous game, Natalie is a vapid, ignorant, immature,
petulant, and lazy girl, who is instructed by her parents to find a job over the holidays, in the hopes of teaching her some
discipline (They had already cancelled her cellphone due to bad grades, and are now threatening to take her new car away).
Luckily, her room-mate just happens to be Clara from the previous game, and she sets Natalie up with Susana to work in the
flower shop.
Natalie must leave first thing in the morning to arrive in Fairbrook to start work the next day, but instead of packing and
sleeping, she spends all night playing online games. That is our first introduction to this character, and I must say, it did not
leave me wanting to spend the entire winter break with her.

When she arrives in Fairbrook she thinks it's a small, dull town, and rightly so. She sleeps the day away, and then proceeds very
rudely reject the dinner that was cooked for her (and continues to do so for a few weeks) and sleep in until 11 am the next day,
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even after being woken up by Susana at 8 am... after doing the only task asked of her, she then wanders off to check out the
general store, thinking to herself that she "wasn't told [she] needed to come right back.... once again, I am left wondering why I
should care about this spoiled wretch.

She improves as time goes on, of course, but I still never really cared for her at all. The choices that you get to make in the game
are fairly limited. Just like it's predecessor, you start your day working in your garden. You then get to do one activity for the
whole day, be it going to the store, the library, or just staying in.. there were around 5 options if I recall correctly. Every so often
you would get a cut scene with one of the bachelors, and you would get to make a single choice in the entire discussion, and the
rest of it was merely her awkward verbal diarrhea.

As for the bachelors... well.... what can I say...

Steve is still Steve, if you've played the previous game then you already know everything there is to know about him. He's
slightly less lazy than before, but otherwise he's pretty much just a male version of Natalie (or she a female version of him).

Jacob is sweet, charming, helpful, and shy.. oh, and he's SEVENTEEN!!! Yes, you read that right.. one of this College girl's
potential mates is still in Highschool...... yeah. Add to that the fact that she thinks he looks like a twelve year old, and you've got
a real winner.

Trent is still trent. He's sweet, charming, attractive, and playful. Oh, and in love with someone else... just like, well, pretty much
all the guys really.

And Ryan, well, there's nothing that I can say about him that wouldn't sound completely biased, but I'll try. To say he's
adorkable would not be giving him enough credit, though he does resemble that at times. He's intellegent, well-spoken, hard-
working, reliable, cultured, and a bit of a virtuoso.... I mean, is there anything he isn't? He's also the only guy who isn't already
mostly spoken for, so that's another plus for him... the only problem is, in reality, there is no way he would go for someone like
Natalie... and quite frankly, most of the time it seemed like he hated her, or at the very least found her highly irritating.

The good:
- Art work is relatively cute
- Writing is decent
- Gardening mini-game is amusing
- The bachelors are charming

The bad:
- The music is repetitive, and though not inharently bad, certainly grates on you after a time.
- The writing is lacking in quite a few places
- The gardening mini-game is much more out of place in this incarnation than in the previous title.

TL;DR
This game is not really worth your time or money, even on sale. It's decent, and if you really like the genre then I won't think
any less of you for buying it.
Just keep in mind that even though it says I've got 12 hours played, about 80% of that was spent leaving the game open for
Trading Cards. I think it took me roughly 2 hours to get 3 of the endings.. Do yourself a favor and don't buy this game. It just
sucks. It's way too short, the characters are not developed enough and the protagonist is insufferable. If you're interested in an
otome by Winter Wolves, better buy Nicole or Roommates.
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